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 Facility layout problem is related to the location of departments in a facility area, with the aim 
of determining the most effective configuration. Researches based on different approaches have 
been published in the last six decades and, to prove the effectiveness of the results obtained, 
several instances have been developed. This paper presents a general overview on the extant 
literature on facility layout problems in order to identify the main research trends and propose 
future research questions. Firstly, in order to give the reader an overview of the literature, a 
bibliometric analysis is presented. Then, a clusterization of the papers referred to the main 
instances reported in literature was carried out in order to create a database that can be a useful 
tool in the benchmarking procedure for researchers that would approach this kind of problems. 
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Facility Layout Problem (FLP) is defined as the finding of the most efficient departments arrangement 
on a plant area subject to different constraints in order to satisfy one or more objectives (Heragu, 1997). 
An effective facility layout design contributes to reduce the operating costs (Tompkins et al., 1996). 
Hence, the FLP still attracts the attention of many researchers in the field of production management and 
industrial engineering. A recent literature survey provided a general overview of the research conducted 
on the FLPs (Hosseini-Nasab et al., 2018) in which the main features that characterize the problem were 
identified and classified. In particular, the main classification is about the layout evolution from the static 
to the dynamic approach (Koopmans & Beckmann, 1957; Kouvelis et al., 1992). When the flow of 
materials between facilities does not change over time, the problem is known as the Static Facility Layout 
Problem (SFLP), while when material flows vary, the SFLP becomes a Dynamic Facility Layout Problem 
(DFLP). Another important classification regards the type of input data, such as the area of each 
department, the material flows between departments and the material handling costs. However, the 
assumption that this information is available in advance is not realistic in several conditions. For this 
reason, methodologies able to manage the uncertainty of these data were recently developed (Drira et al., 
2013; Nematian, 2014; Kaveh et al., 2014; Neghabi et al., 2014). Moreover, it must be pointed out that 




those referred to the multi-object context in which other qualitative factors, such as adiacence or distance 
rating between departments, plant safety, and flexibility of layouts for future design changes, are also 
considered (Jolai et al., 2012; Aiello et al., 2013; Azevedo et al., 2017). These above-mentioned features 
vary from one application to the other thus making the benchmarking of the performance of each 
approach a tough issue (Aiello et al., 2013). Hence, to evaluate the performance of different approaches, 
the results have to be compared with those obtained from previous literature researches characterized by 
the same layout evolution, the same input data and the same objective functions. The comparison is 
usually made on the basis of a set of instances in which different setups of the FLP are reported. However, 
in many articles there is a gap in the benchmarking procedure due to the use of random data set or real 
cases setup. Referred to a real case study it is generally justified only when dealing with an extremely 
innovative problem for which there are no references in literature. The robustness of the approach 
proposed strongly depends on the above considerations and for this reason a database of the instances 
present in literature and of the papers referred to the same instances for each class of problems is here 
proposed. This paper reviews the research progress on the FLP in the last 60 years and focuses on the 
benchmarking procedure adopted in terms of instances used. We collect papers belonging to the same 
class of problems and we identify those referred to the same instances. This is the first time in which a 
bibliometric analysis is conducted on the FLP and it represents a framework of the main indicators that 
characterize publications in this field. The present paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the 
methodology for showing a general overview on the research trends in the last sixty years. Section 3 
reports the analysis of the papers presented in the previous section in terms of instances adopted for the 
benchmarking procedure. Finally, the paper ends with the Conclusions in Section 4 identifying potential 
gaps in literature and proposing new research topics. 
 
2. Data and methodology 
 
The dataset for this study was retrieved searching “Facility layout problem” in the field article title, 
abstract, keywords of Scopus, which is one of the most widely used search engine among the scientific 
community. The time horizon from 1963 to 2019 was selected. Among all types of publications, we 
limited this study to the articles and reviews wrote in English on journals considering 5 subject areas 
(Engineering, Computer Science, Decision Sciences, Business Management and Accounting and 
Mathematics) obtaining a sample database of 922 works. Then, such database was exported and analysed 
through the freely available software VOSviewer, for the construction and the visualization of 
bibliometric maps (Van Eck and Waltman, 2010). This software is able to draw bibliometric distance-
based maps, giving attention to their graphical presentation facilitating the comprehensibility. 
 
2.1 Geographical landscape 
 
Fig. 1 shows the evolution of the concentration of the papers in three different time windows (1963-1983; 
1984-2004; 2005- 2019). In particular, the number of countries in which research on the FLP was 
conducted is almost quadrupled from 1963 to today. We have considered papers that are cited at least 
once and countries with a minimum number of 10 publications. Under these assumptions, in the first time 
window, only 4 countries meet the thresholds whereas in the second and in the third one the number of 
countries becomes 13 and 15 respectively. This trend confirms the importance of the FLP and the interest 
of many researches in this field.  
 
 
In particular in the last decade the most prolific countries are India, Iran and USA, followed by Canada, 
China and Italy. 
 




Fig. 1. Geographic landscape a) 1963-1983; b) 1984-2004; c) 2005- 2019 
2.2 Research trends 
To identify the main research trends over the last two decades, we conducted a co-occurrence analysis 








Results are shown in Fig. 2, where the relatedness between items is calculated with respect to the number 
of documents in which they occur together. We set a threshold to 10 as the minimum number of 
occurrences and we limit the set to the most connected keywords. We obtain a total number of 117 
keywords. However, some terms in the map result duplicated. Particularly, VOSviewer does not 
distinguish among singular and plural. Therefore, to overcome this problem, we removed manually four 
of these keywords that correspond to the ones with a lower weight. All the other settings are given by 
default. The distance among items was calculated on the basis of the association strength (Van Eck & 
Waltman, 2010), representing the ratio between the number of co-occurrences of term i and term j and 
the total number of occurrences of i multiplied for the total number of occurrences of j. The higher the 
association strength between two nodes of the network is, the shorter their distance is. The colour scale 
refers to the average year of publications. Therefore, Fig. 2 provides an overview of the most cited 
keywords over the last twenty years, enabling to infer the most debated research topics. On the basis of 
the map of keywords, the identified research trend shows an increasing interest in solving dynamic 
facility layout problems based on meta-heuristic and evolutionary approaches (Tayal & Singh, 2018; 
Turanoğlu & Akkaya, 2018). Moreover, the last researches involved multi-objective optimization 
approachs paying attention to the instances-based benchmarking procedure (Liu & Liu, 2019; Liu et al., 
2018; Samanta et al., 2018; La Scalia et al., 2019). 
 
2.2 Citations overview 
The sample of 922 publications receives in total 22,003 citations of which 15,380 in the last ten years. In 
this research we have used the tool available on Scopus for analysing these documents in terms of 
citations, authors and sources over the years. Fig. 3 refers to the last decade and shows a general 
increasing trend, in particular 2018 is the year with the highest number of citations. 
 
 
Fig. 3. Citations overview in the last ten years 
The same year results the most prolific with 58 papers published (Fig. 4).  
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Finally, Fig. 5 shows the citation map, whose purpose is to identify the most prolific authors publishing 
in the field of the FLP. To explore the authors’ landscape, we conduct a citation analysis, given the 
widespread assumption that the number of citations reflects the publication’s notoriety and, therefore, 
the influence of an author’s work (Van Nunen et al., 2017). The software VosViewer was set considering 
a minimum number of documents for each author equal to 1 and a minimum number of citations of 50. 
In this map, the size of the bubble, relative to a given author, is determined by the number of publications. 
The link reflects, instead, which authors have worked on the same work, whereas the colour shows the 
average number of citations that the publication received from the other authors in the map. In particular, 
the colour red corresponds to an average number of citations of more than 150, whereas the colour blue 
corresponds to a number inferior to 20. Moreover, the distance between two authors reflects the tendency 
of these authors to cite each other. 
 
 
Fig. 5. Citations map 
On the basis of these assumptions, the most significant papers in terms of citation belong to three authors: 
SS. Heragu, T. Yang and H Pierraval. Table 1 reports the most relevant contributions, according to the 
number of citations indicated by the Scopus database. The table also indicates the research areas, which 
are: Engineering (E), Mathematic (M), Computer Science (CS), and Decision Science (DS).  
 
Table 1  
Main references on FLP 
Reference Citation Research area 
Kusiak & Heragu, 1987 407 M,DS 
Yang & Hung, 2007 259 M, E, CS 
Drira, Pierreval and Hajri-Gabouj, 2007 340 E, CS 
 
2.3 Journals 
Fig. 6 shows the landscape of journals included in the sample database. To obtain this map, we conducted 
a bibliographic coupling analysis, where the number of references they share determines the relatedness 
between two journals. To calculate the weight of a connection between two items we used the fractional 
counting, which weights their relationship according to the number of references they share with other 
journals. The map includes only those journals that published at least 5 papers and that have at least 20 






Fig. 6. Journals map 
 
Each journal has a colour that indicates the average publication date. The more the colour tends to yellow, 
more recent the publications are. The font size and the dimension of the bubble in the figure represent 
the number of publications, whereas links represent the citations obtained in other journals.  
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As instance, the International Journal of Production Research, with 155 published papers, is located in 
the centre of the map because of the high number of citations in the other journals present in the same 
map. We have refined these results using the analyser tool of scopus, comparing the 10 most prolific 
journals on the whole time horizon (1963-2019) with those that have most documents in the last ten 
years. Results are reported in the following figures (Fig. 7 and Fig. 8). 
 
Fig. 8. Documents per year by source (2009-2019) 
The comparison between the above figures shows that, in the last decade, the only change in the top ten 
of the most prolific journals on FLP is represented by the introduction of International Journal of 
Industrial Engineering Computations. 
 
3. General overview of the benchmarking procedure 
The benchmarking analysis applied to the facility layout problem consists in comparing the results 











































In this section we have analysed the paper involved in this research in order to show how many papers 
adopt a benchmarking procedure in their approach. Figure 9 shows that only 60% of the published papers 
on the SFLP make comparisons, complete or partial, on instances present in literature. Of the remaining 
40%, 15% refers to a real case study and 25% to randomly generated data sets. 
 
  
Fig. 9. General overview SFLP Fig. 10. General overview DFLP 
For DFLP (Fig. 10), only 63% of published articles make comparisons, complete or partial, on instances 
present in literature. Of the remaining 37%, 15% refers to a real case study and 22% to randomly 
generated data sets. To carry out benchmarking operations it is necessary to refer to the same instance. 
This aspect is what pushed to present the instances used in literature, subdivided in static and dynamic 
problems. Then for each instance a cloud of papers was built subdividing them on the basis of the type 
of objective function used (single or multi) and the type of data used (deterministic or stochastic). Tables 
2 and 3 report the instances for the DFLP and the SFLP respectively.  
 
Table 2  
Instances for the DFLP 
Instance Papers single objective Papers multi objectives 
Approach Deterministic Stochastic Deterministic  Stochastic 
P6 and P12 department 
problem (Dunker, Radons, 
Westkämper, 2003; Yang 
& Peters, 1998) 
Kulturel-Konak & Konak, 2015; 
Mckendall & Hakobyan, 2010; 
Derakhshan & Wong, 2017. 
 Jolai et al., 2012. 
6, 15, 30 departments 
problems (Conway & 
Venkataramanan, 1994) 
 
Baykasoglu, & Gindy, 2001; Pillai et al., 
2011; McKendall et al., 2006; 
Baykasoglu et al., 2006; Balakrishnan & 
Cheng, 2000; Erel et al., 2003; 
Balakrishnan et al., 2003; McKendall & 
Shang, 2006; Ulutas & Islier, 2009; 
Sahin et al., 2010; Azimi & Charmchi, 
2012; Chen, 2013; Hosseini-Nasab & 
Emami, 2013; Saberi & Azimi, 2013; 
Pourvaziri & Naderi, 2014; Hosseini et 
al., 2014. 
 Bozorgi et 
al., 2015 
Ripon et al., 
2011b 
6, 12, 20, 30 departments 
problem  (Lacksonen & 
Enscore, 1993) 
McKendall & Shang, 2006; 
Kaku & Mazzola,1997.  
 Bozorgi et al., 2015 
Pr1 (Rosenblatt, 1986)  
 
Baykasoglu & Gindy, 
2001; Conway & 
Venkataramanan, 1994; 
Ulutas & Islier, 2009.
Drira et al., 2013; Azevedo et al., 2017. 
Pr2 (Conway & 
Venkataramanan, 1994)  
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































This paper explores the extant literature on the “Facility Layout Problem” to identify the main research 
trends  over the last decades. Moreover, the analysis of the keywords allows to visualize the past research 
trends, and could even support researchers in the identification of potential gaps in literature. In 
particular, the distance among nodes in the map could show unexplored connections among research 
topics, whereas the bubble size could indicate a still little debated topic. As instance, future research 
could involve multi objective approaches, as well as the use of evolutionary methods to solve the FLP. 
The aim of the following research is also to offer a valid tool for identifying all the papers related to a 
specific instance in order to optimize the benchmarking procedure. In particular, 922 articles were 
analysed in order to present a broad and complete revision of the theme and 128 of them were clusterized 
according to the benchmarking procedure adopted. Revising this collection of publications distributed 
between 1963 and 2019, 49 clouds of papers belonging to the same instance were collected, divided for 
type of objective function and input data assumed. This collection shows how many and which 
publications have used instances for the benchmarking analysis, that is essential to test the 
methodological rigour of a given approach compared to others. The results reveal that in literature only 
a small number of authors compare their method with a significant number of instances. This evidence 
therefore suggests that the benchmarking method adopted until now cannot be considered sufficiently 
robust and has to be improved. Moreover, further developments could include the comparison of the 
results obtained through other databases (such as web of science), to provide an overarching analysis of 
the extant literature. 
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